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"The Invisible Labor of Women,"
Current Status of Domestic Service Platforms

Kuk Mi-ae (Department of Policy Research, Seoul Foundation of Women & Family)

In line with the growth of the platform economy that provides labor and services through platforms, the Seoul Metropolitan 

Government (SMG) organized the "2019 Seoul Public Opinion," anticipating an increase in the number of related workers. 

The SMG considered the fact that the services that are closely intertwined in the daily lives of citizens, such as delivery, 

moving, and cleaning, are being increasingly matched with clients through platforms. Concerns have been raised on 

platform-mediated workers who are not classified as wage or salary workers, but sole proprietors, as they are placed 

on a blind spot of the social security net.

Then, how are domestic services that are not even subject to the Labor Standards Act listed on platforms in the first 

place? Domestic service labor can be classified as a personal service, which is likely to continue existing in the future 

due to its nature that cannot be completely automated. However, domestic service providers have not been recognized 

as workers under the Labor Standards Act even to this day.

In this regard, the Seoul Foundation of Women & Family (SFWF) performed research on the current status of labor 

through platforms, particularly for domestic services, which are usually provided by women for long periods of time but 

neglected to be seen as labor, invisible to the laws and the system. The research was conducted on four areas, including 

the current status of income-generating activities, contractual method and level of social security, labor process and labor 

experience, and job prospects and the need for policies.

* "Seoul Public Opinion" is a conflict management model adopted by SMG in 2018. The agendas are selected among projects in which 

citizens are greatly interested or issues that may lead to conflicts in the present or future. Conclusions are drawn through discussion.

□ Outline of the research on the current status of domestic services through platforms in Seoul

Research process: Preliminary research and personal surveys (interview) to draft a questionnaire

Draft questionnaire items 
based on personal survey 

(interview)

(From mid-May to 
mid-June)

Create and review 
questionnaire items

(From mid-June to early 
July)

Perform preliminary 
research and consult with 

experts 

(From early July to 
mid-July)

Review questionnaire and 
discuss research

 

(From mid-July to end of 
July)

Confirm questionnaire 
items and conduct 

research

(From end of July to end 
of August)

Response from 357 women working through platforms

- Women whose average monthly income through platform labor takes up 60% or more of their total monthly income

- Women whose residence or area of service provision is in Seoul, or a platform company whose location is Seoul 

Online survey through a structured questionnaire in August 2020

Nov. 2020
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Current Status of Income-Generating Activities

◦ Providing domestic services through platforms: Average of 4.1 hours per case

- Average of 12.2 jobs each month; 2.6 hours spent a day waiting, on transportation, and responding to inquiries 

- Women in their 50s or older were matched with the greatest number of jobs with an average of 20.7 jobs per month 

Average Number of Jobs Accepted and Time Spent Average Number of Jobs Accepted (by age)

Number of Job Accepted 
through a Platform

Time Spent per Job
Time Spent a Day for 

Waiting, on Transportation, 
and Responding to Inquiries

12.2 jobs per month 4.1 hours per job 2.6 hours per day

◦ 42.3% earned less than KRW 1 million a month through domestic service platforms

- Average monthly income of workers of domestic service platforms: KRW 1.048 million

- 42.3% earned less than an average of KRW 1 million per month

- Hourly income is KRW 10,049, not reaching the living wage of Seoul (KRW 10,523)

Average Monthly Income Conversion to Hourly Wage

◦ Reason for using platforms: Easy access to work and low barriers for entry 

- 35.0% responded, “It is difficult to find a job if it is not through a platform”

- 35.3% responded, “I can work immediately after installing the app”

Reason for Using Platforms (1st ranking) Reason for Using Platforms (1st ranking by age, ④ excluded)

Note: ① It is difficult to find a job if it is not through a platform; ② I can work immediately after installing the app; ③ It is convenient to select the 
time and place of a job; ④ There are no membership fees
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◦ An evident decrease in the work volume due to the spread of COVID-19

- Less labor and income in February-April 2020 compared to February-April 2019

  → Average number of working days a week: 4.4 days ⇒ 3.1 days (29.5% ▽)

  → Average number of working hours a day: 6.7 hours ⇒ 5.5 hours (17.9% ▽)

  → Average monthly income: KRW 1.566M ⇒ KRW 1.115M (28.8% ▽)

- Number of working days, working hours, and average monthly income slightly recovered in May-July

Impact of the Spread of COVID-19 on Domestic Services

◦ Engagement in other income-generating activities apart from domestic service: More frequently observed in 

the younger generations

- Workers engaging in domestic services and other income-generating activities out of all respondents: 28.6%

- Increased rate of workers with additional jobs in younger generations; 20s: 38.7% vs. 50s: 20.0% 

With/Without Additional Jobs With/Without Additional Jobs: by Age

Note: Difference in performance of additional jobs depending on the age group. Additional jobs performed by respondents in their 20s include cafe 
attendant, private academy instructor, surveyor, etc.; 30s include tutoring (Photoshop, piano lessons, etc.), convenient store cashier, promotion 
through blogs, etc.; 40s include babysitting, running a YouTube channel, retail through online stores, etc.; 50s and older includes [ostpartum 
caregiver, supermarket cashier, video editor, etc.
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Contractual Method and Level of Social Security

◦ “Per job” is most common method to pay for labor and charge platform fees

- Method of payment by domestic service platforms

  → “Payment per job offered by platform”: 53.2%

  → “Fixed payment (monthly salary, weekly wage, hourly wage, etc.)”: 33.9%

  → “Payment per job offered by platform” more frequent among older generations

Wage Payment Method Wage Payment Method (by age)

- Method of charging platform fees for finding domestic service jobs

  → “Fee charged per job”: 38.1%; average of KRW 7,408.7 per job

  → “Fixed fee charged per day, week, or month”: 16.8%

  → “I do not know” about the platform fees: 17.6%

Payment of Platform Fee
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◦ Social insurance through platform companies; more subscriptions among younger age groups

- Subscription to the four major social insurance schemes: 

- Health insurance: 34.2%; national pension: 25.8%; employment insurance: 24.9%; and industrial accident compensation 

insurance: 20.4% 

- 24.4% of workers have subscription to a separate accident/compensation insurance by a platform company; 1 worker 

among 4 

Subscription to Social Insurance (subscription region excluded; by age)

Subscription to an Accident/Compensation Insurance by a Platform Company

◦ More than half of respondents willing to subscribe 

to the “universal employment insurance scheme,” 

if enforced

- Respondents are “willing” to subscribe to the 

“universal employment insurance scheme” planned 

by the government: 56.0%

- Respondents in their 40s are willing, showing the 

highest rate of positive responses: 60.7% 

(20s: 56.1%; 30s: 53.9%; 50s and older: 52.0%)

Willingness to Subscribe to the Universal Employment Insurance Scheme
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Labor Process and Labor Experience

◦ Over 70% of respondents responded there is an evaluation system on their performance, such as rating and 

leaving reviews

- 75.6% of respondents reported the existence of a “system for clients to evaluate (rating, leaving reviews) on the 

services provided”

- 31.3% of respondents reported the existence of a “system for workers to report clients that obstruct work”

Implementation of Evaluation Systems by Platform Companies

◦ Most affected by “unreasonably negative evaluations or reviews”

- “Negative evaluation or review posted unreasonably by a client despite properly provided service”: 7.05 points

- “Full payment by worker for injuries or loss caused from work”: 7.00 points

- “More work than expected due to discrepancy in the actual workload and the information given prior to work”: 7.00 

points

Difficulties from Work (10-point scale)

1) Negative evaluation or review posted unreasonably by a client despite properly provided service

2) Full payment by worker for injuries or loss caused from work

3) More work than expected due to discrepancy in the actual workload and the information given prior to work

4) Use of detergents made with harmful chemicals

5) No information on the client provided before service

6) Platform siding with clients in the event of conflict with clients

7) Platform not responsive to inquiries related to work

8) Being suspected for taking a belonging of a client

9) Clients closely monitoring the whole work process or giving instructions to the extent of obstructing the work

10) Working additionally without payment per request of a platform company or client

11) Being closely observed throughout the work process through a CCTV camera

12) Working without breaks for no explicit indication of resting hours 
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◦ Mediation/settlement process established by a platform company to resolve work issues: 17.4% 

- “There is” a mediation/settlement process established by the platform company to resolve work issues, if any: 17.4%

  → There are related measures that “were helpful” when used: 37.1%

  → There are related measures, but they were not used because they would not be useful: 19.4%

- Mediation/settlement process by platform company “needed”: 68.1%

Existence of a Mediation/Settlement 

Process for Work Issues

Effect of a Mediation/Settlement Process for Work 

Issues
*For 17.4% of respondents (62) who answered there is a process

Necessity of a Mediation/Settlement Process 

for Work Issues
*For 82.6% of respondents (295) who answered there are no mediation/ 

settlement process for work issues or do not know about it

◦ Workers who received workplace accident guides: 42.9%

- Received “guidance on the exact scope of the work”: 51.8%

- Received “guidance on responsiveness (how to greet, speak, etc.) to service users (clients)”: 51.5%

Work-related Guide Provided by Platform Companies

◦ 43.1% of workers were spoken to in profane and offensive language 

- “Looked down on and spoken to in profane and offensive language by a client”: 43.1%

- “Received unsolicited sexual attention from a client”: 21.3%

- “Felt discomfort from a client's attire”: 26.1%

  → Response to damages: “Did not raise the issue with anyone and never returned to the household”: 39.6%

Damage from Offensive Language
Response of 187 workers who have experienced damage from 

offensive language 
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Job Prospects and the Need for Policies

◦ Recognition of the position of self as an “employee belonging to a platform”: About half of respondents

- “I think of myself as an employee being paid for belonging to a platform”: 50.7%

- “I think of myself as a sole proprietor providing service to platform companies or clients by creating a contract with 

them directly”: 49.3%

- Workers with less than 1 year of experience tend to think of themselves as “sole proprietors,” whereas workers 

with 5 years of experience or more considered themselves as “employees”

Recognition of One’s Position Recognition of One’s Position: By years of experience

◦ Willingness to continue providing domestic service through a platform: 42.3%

- “I am willing to continue providing domestic services through a platform”: 42.3%

  → Satisfaction with platform labor: Average score of 2.94 for 10 items; less than 3 points (neutral)

  → Item with the highest satisfaction was “hourly rate of services” (3.13 points)

- “I am willing to continue providing domestic services, but not through a platform”: 23.0%

- “I am willing to do something completely different from domestic services”: 34.7%

Willingness to Continue Providing Domestic Services through a Platform

Note 1) Hourly rate of services; 2) Difficulty of domestic services; 3) Fee paid to platform company; 4) Pricing system for services; 5) Evaluation method 
for provided services; 6) Prior information on client or residence of client; 7) Work description provided by platform company; 8) Additional services 
provided by platform company to support domestic services; 9) Platform company's system for protecting domestic workers; and 10) Public attitude 
toward domestic workers
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◦ Appropriate amount of labor: At least 3.6 hours “per job”

- Minimum amount of labor that must be guaranteed“perjob”totaled3.6hours

(excludingtransportation/timespentwaiting)

- Appropriate service rate per hour: KRW 20,650

  → Respondents in their 40s answered KRW 22,500 with the highest rate(20s:KRW15,678;30s:KRW20,728;50sandolder:18,520)

- Cap on platform fee: 8.5% per job

Appropriate Amount of Labor and Level of Compensation

Appropriate minimum hours per job Appropriate service rate Appropriate platform fee

3.6 hours per job KRW 20,650 per hour 8.5% per job

◦ Platform company's most important role: Active mediation of conflict between worker and client 

- Role of platform companies for improving the work environment of platform-mediated workers

  → “Function as an active mediator in case of a conflict with a client”: 3.86 points

  → “Secure the safety of workers by conveying precise information on client in advance”: 3.85 points

  → “Specifically improve the pricing standards for services”: 3.82 points

Need for the Role of Platform Companies for Improving Work Environments

1) Function as an active mediator in case of a conflict with a client

2) Secure the safety of workers by conveying precise information on 
client in advance

3) Specifically improve the pricing standards for services

4) Prevent disadvantage to workers by monitoring clients

5) Assign 2 workers as a team upon request by a worker

6) Use a portion of the platform fee for the welfare of workers

7) Conduct specialized and standardized training

8) Run campaigns for enhancing clients' awareness (relay important 
matters for using domestic service, etc.)

9) Companies shoulder a portion of workers' social insurance 

◦ Seoul Metropolitan Government(SMG)/Government's/government's most important role: Mandate the agreement 

of a standardized contract and monitor/manage fair trade 

- Role of SMG and the government for improving the work environments of domestic service providers

  → “Mandate the agreement of a standardized contract and monitor/manage fair trade”: 3.92

  → “Set a compensation system that recognizes the experience of domestic workers”: 3.91

  → “Implement a system that mediates conflicts between platform companies, workers, and clients”: 3.85

Need for the Role of SMG and the Government for Improving Work Environments (5-point scale)

1) Mandate the agreement of a standardized contract and monitor/manage fair trade

2) Set a compensation system that recognizes the experience of domestic workers

3) Implement a system that mediates between among platform companies, workers, 
and clients

4) Recognize domestic service as labor under the Labor Standards Act

5) Conduct campaigns for improving public attitude toward domestic workers 

6) Create a legal basis for mandating platform companies to shoulder a portion of 
the social insurance of workers

7) SMG and the government take care of a portion of social insurance of domestic 
workers

8) SMG and the government operate their own platform for matching domestic services

9) Form a consultative body, in which platform companies, workers, SMG, and the  
 government participate
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Direction of Support for Policies for Domestic Services 

Offered through Platforms

Establish standards

for appropriate labor

> SMG/government: Guarantee living hours for on-call duties

> Platform companies: Improve systems for delivering accurate information on location and scope of work

Guarantee
fair contract

> SMG/government: Establish rules for fair contract of platforms, including the standards for an appropriate 

platform fee

> Platform companies: Implement a system for acquiring consent when sharing or modifying a contract 

Expand
social protection

> SMG/government: Review social security system for position as a “working person”

> Platform companies: Provide clients with information on ethics for using services to respect labor


